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Romanian agriculture has sure  possibilities of its alignment to European 
standards, only respecting certain conditions and by adopting very urgent, 
objective and clear reform measures. 
At this moment, in Romania, we can still notice an excessive level of lands 
crumbing, an ambiguity of land specific lows and a deficiency of 
transparency and coherence specific definitions, concepts and 
classifications.  
By applying the programme targeting the development of agriculture and 
rural space, approved and financed by the State, Romania aims to total 
integration its agriculture and farms into the agricultural life of the 
European Union. 
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 On 1 January, 2007, Romania became officially a member of 
European Union. This historically moment meant a new beginning for our 
country, prepared or not for all imminent   structural, economical, social and 
political changes. 

Speaking about Romanian agriculture and its certain possibilities of 
alignment to European standards, we touch an important aspect of 
Romanian EU integration. According to the specialists, the concrete 
approach of Romanian agriculture must start from the following premises:  

§ The historical approach of the Romanian agricultural 
phenomenon, pointing out the past of the agriculture and the part 
played by the Romanian peasants  along the time; 
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§ The set-out of several social-economical patterns of the 
agricultural  units comparable to the Western agricultural; 

§ The systemic approach of the agricultural units based on the 
principle: “Let’s examine every single part by considering the 
whole, and let’s approach the whole by considering it as  the sum 
of the parts”;   

§ The change of the concept of agricultural output, whose theory of 
the compared costs is no longer suitable to the nowadays reality, 
as it implies only the economic output and it excludes the social 
and ecologic output. Today, the economic growth and 
development must be thought considering also the long term 
preservation of the natural resources the efficient and reasonable 
use of these resources, the people stability in the countryside and 
the environment protection ; 

§ To pay more attention to the human capital involved in 
agriculture, i.e. to the “ countryside intelligentsia” . Nowadays 
the human factor is the fourth production factor, without which 
no economic-social activity could run, even if endowed with the 
best technological structures ; 

§ To develop the agricultural field according to the industrial one, 
as these two national and world economic fields inter-act always; 

§ To define and delimit the State part, considering the European 
background and its intervention in the development of 
agriculture; 

§ To ensure a complete law framework, put into harmony with the 
European laws. 

Therefore, the agricultural function of the countryside space means:  
-  to ensure the quantity and quality of  food for the population ; 
-  to guarantee a level of profits to all farmers and to their families, 

similar  to the  incomes obtained from other jobs ; 
- to obtain recyclable raw materials (secondary agricultural products) 

for industry and for the energy production ; 
-  to ensure raw materials for the small and medium sized 

agricultural, industrial and hand-craft enterprises ;  
-    to ensure the  framework necessary for running the agri-touristic 

activities ; 
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-  to  preserve the genetic resources as a basis for agriculture and 
biotechnologies ; 

-  to protect the environment. 
European Romania’s national strategy of  medium and long term 

development should  aim the following targets :  
 o To  adjust  the   territoriality from an agricultural, forestry and ecologic  
     point of view ; 
o  To re-structure the localities especially the countryside villages  ; 
o To set-up the national programmes for agriculture, directly and 
permanently  controlled by the State ; 
o To develop the modern irrigation system (using undergroun dwatering) ; 
o To develop and update the countryside infra-structure , socially, 
       administratively , culturally,  educationally and touristy speaking; 
o  To set-up and introduce and coherent and correct financing and 
       crediting ; 
o To  complete and correct the agricultural laws in order to ensure a 
      proper  public-private partnership and co-operation  system ; 
o To achieve unique agricultural record as  data banks, free for all users  

Unfortunately, European Romanian is featured by a division of the 
earth into much too small lands and a lack of  definitions and classifications . 

At the same time, we propose a revision of the classification manner 
of the agricultural units in Romania. 

A new typology of the agricultural units in Romania is proposed 
by University Prof. Dr. Mircea BULGARU, considering as classification 
criteria the following: the property form, the land law  statute, the character 
and destination of production , the property sizes,  and so on. 

1. Traditional farm type units, with less than 1 ha surface. They 
represent 45 % from the total farms and 5 % from the land surface /. They 
are in the house surroundings . The production is for the own use and   
consumption. The production is obtained by the family members and  go to 
the market.  

2.  Family type agricultural farms, under 100 ha, representing 50 
% from the total units and about 60 % from the agriculture land. Works are 
done by the family number and production goes to the market.  

3. Industrial type agricultural farms of big and very big sizes 
( over 100 ha ), with production structures and factors well-defined. They 
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use waged labour and they product only for the market. They represent only 
0.2% from the total farms. 

Considering Romania’s present statistics, we noticed that the family 
type agricultural farms  are the most numerous. Especially in west Romania 
we noticed a  large range of family farms: organized as family farms, 
individual farms and cooperation ones. 

Therefore, Romanian agriculture is difficult to compare with EU 
agriculture. We should take steps in order to put in harmony the Romanian 
agriculture with the EU agriculture: 
Ø  To set up each type of farm statute; 
Ø  To define the farmer job as an agricultural job which should be 

considered as a skilled job and needs a minimum training; 
Ø The yearly publishing of the Farmer Book which should include  

theoretical data, practical example and the calendar of agricultural 
works 

Ø The revision of the Romanian agriculture Register; 
Ø The set up and insert technical, economical, financial and ecological 

analysis and evaluation  indices; 
Ø The growth of the sizes of the agricultural units by means of sales, 

rent, cooperation association, etc; 
Ø  The obtainment of agricultural competition  and various products; 
Ø  To join the traditional agriculture system with the ecological 

( biological ) agriculture; 
Ø  To use proper agricultural and  ecological working methods to all 

cultures and lands; 
Ø  To consider the long lasting development  principle in agriculture 

and countryside 
Ø   To extend the agricultural school and  high school    network;                      
Ø  To perform the agricultural activities with skilled well-paid labour; 
Ø To improve the technical endowment of the agricultural farms by 

buying new modern equipment and machines; 
Ø To insert update management and marketing systems. 

To apply updated marketing and management principles to family 
farms considering that: 

-  they should be more inventive and become more sensitive to the 
market and consumers’ demands; 
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-  they should approach farm in a scientific manner by anticipating 
and following the market demands; 
 -  they should adapt the farms to the market  flexible development; 
            - they should have an overview consideration of the farm joining 
production with economy and finance. 

When we talk about agriculture neglect that agricultural food product 
should respond to man’s vital physiological need which can not be 
postponed: the need of nourishment.   

The market demands do not correspond to the consumption needs, 
they cover needs only partially and it is influenced by: 

- the quantity and quality of product offer; 
-     the daily necessary as concerns  basic products(bread, milk, meat, 
eggs, potatoes), the season needs (lamb meat for Easter, fruit specific 
to a certain season), non-basic products (alcoholic beverages, 
medicinal plants ) 
- the level of consumers’ incomes and the product sale prices; 
- individual production and consumption of it; 
- demographical, psychological, social, circumstantial factors. 
 The main importance of countryside for society is due not only to 

the land surface, but also to it features. The UE Agriculture Committee 
appreciates that European countryside land is more than 85% from the total 
continent surface and directly and indirectly influences more than half of  he 
European population.  

Therefore, Recommendation no. 1296/1996 of the European Council 
made the rural space European Chart which specify that  rural space is made 
up of plant growing lands and animal breeding lands and also the funciary 
non-agriculture space, implied in other activities but agriculture.  

The  maintenance of the family farm units is a target for all European 
rural policy.  The direct interventions such as the union of several farms into 
one production great unit is less considered, because the development of the 
units by means of the growth of the sizes are more considered.  

Public services are more offered to the countryside population. The 
integrate development of the rural (countryside) area is the key-word 
nowadays. The main factors that  positively influence upon  this 
development are: the possibility of the growth of the agricultural production 
by extending and intensifying it and the creation of new better  terms  for 
labour  for stopping the people migration form village to town. 
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 Within the Programme of  Agriculture and rural space development 
up to 2020 are presented the orientation’s directions of agricultural national 
policy for the total national land, specified on relief criteria: field, hills, 
mountain areas: 

A. The main agriculture crops are: grains, perennial crops, 
industrial plants and special crops; 

B.  Zootechnical productions are: big cattle, small zoo-technique, 
bee-breeding, acqua-culture;  

C. The endowment and upgrading of agriculture should be done 
for big, medium and small farms including machines, fertilizers, pesticides 
and row materials. 

D.  Rural Economy should consider funciary property, agricultural 
patrimony, production, farms, the farmer statute, the bank policy, the 
agricultural credits and financing and agricultural Chart.  

 E. The social problems of rural space (countryside) should regard 
labour, especially for women and youth, leisure, agri-tourism  and rural 
tourism and rural social protection. 

By applying this programme targeting the development of 
agriculture and rural space, approved and financed by the State, Romania 
aims to total integration its agriculture and farms into the agricultural life of 
the EU. 
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